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February 1992 - Patience The newsletter of the Gilbert and Sullivan Society of San Jose



?atience tn ?rogress Four years after they were last seen by our audiences, the



hippies



of Commune Bunthorne have returned Ruth Stein, whose name



is certainly a familiar one to our audiences, is responsible for this return and is directing the



successfully-restaged version of Patience presented four years ago. Accornpanying her as music director in this endeavor is Curtig Tucker. This is Curtis'



first production with GSSSJ and we all hope it will not be his last.



"Hey Kids! Let's put on a showlrf



Richard Feldman, Brad Eacker,



In the happier times of



and Richard DeJulio. fack



movies, Mickey Rooney would often turn to Judy Garland and say "Hey! Let's put on a show!" and, just a few scenes later,



Bradt, last seen as Lord Tololler



in the recent GSSSJ production af lolanthe will be seen as the fleshly poet, Reginald Bunthorne. ]ennifer Sullivan will play Lady Angela, while newcomers Daria Gibbons and



Dawn Tucker will be rapturous as Lady Saphir and Lady Ella. Another newcomer, Judith Fleitman will be Lady Jane. Jack Colistra, attorney for GSSSJ, will be seen as the Solicitor - another obvious case of type-casting.



the



Voila! A production worthy of the Broadway stage would be presented. However.... the



reality of mounting such a production is quite different and not nearly as miraculous. So what does have to happen to



put a show together?



First, three to four months before opening, the producer assembles a production staff



.



This group includes the direc-



tor, music director, set and



Among the cast, some familiar faces as well as some new faces can be found. Soprano Cheryl Blalock will portray Patience herself, while David Peterson



will



previous production as The Colonel, The Duke, and the Major (respectively) will be



be



taking the role of Grosvenor. Both David and



Cheryl recently



appeared in



the West Valley Light Opera production of The Merry Widozn.



Reprising their roles from the



The chorus



will include



Leslie



Bostick, Barbara Beniamin, Sandy Folsom, Jo Names, Lynette Rhodes, June Russell, Sandy SchramrrL Sarah Stanek, Lacey Bostick"



John Kelleher, Marc Kenig, Tim Mathews, Garyn Smithsb ack, Hal Stephens, will Todd, and Mike Lambert.



costume designers, and technical director. All of these people



work together to try and put the director's concept of the show together, consistent with the physical and fiscal require ments imposed on them. The designers make sketches of sets, costumes, etc. that incorporate both the director's vision as well as their own creative notions and try to agree on a common design base. This process is an evolutionary one,



involving many conferences with both the director and each other. But it isn't all "blue sky" creativity , either. Physical concerns



must be kept constantly in mind as the design evolves. For (To PaXe 4)



bride at all."). And saying that Patirnce is a satire of the aesthetic poetry movement of the Ask the average GSSSJ auditime is not much help. Because ence member what 'Patience' is of this, when last we staged about and he or she will prob- - _ Palimce, the setting of the piece ably say that it has something was changed from to do with poets in funny the aesthetic outfits and crowds of adoring women. And that's the problem. Most people, if they know anything at all about the operetta only know the bare essentials. Some may surmise information of a negative sort just from knowing the other operettas and Gilbert's style (A reviewer for The Musical World of April 3A, 1881 wrote



Stage Directions



"Pfltience



or



Bunthorne's



Bride, is the name of Messrs. Gilbert and Sullivan's new opera



The llusic



of



at



all



were taken with the show except the settings and cos-



tumes (male hippies not all like aesthetic



looking at



poets). The point of this conver-. sion was to make the humor of



the show more intuitively



understandable to modern audiences. And, after all, the



Aesthetics were more of a social than an artistic movement who rejected the



materialistic, soul-less values of their parents. They wore outrageous clothing, the boys grew their hair long, they favored emotional feel-



ings, sensitivity, and gentleness, ... Not too different from hippies. So, if the period of the



production is different from the original's, we are doing it out of respect for Sir William's original



and, this being the name



of it, those who know how fond Mr. Gilbert is of tripping people up along the beaten tracks of thought will suspect that Patience does not embody the chief interest of the piece, that she is not Bunthorne's bride, and that, in point of fact, Bunthorne has no



'updated', no liberties



poetry



perception. The satire and humor are too good for us not to let the audience follow it.



move-



ment of the 1880's to hippiedom in the 1960's. No dialogue was



changed, no songs were



Patience



Gounod, and Georges Bizet, Sullivan's music has a



wide appeal. Characterized by ear-pleasing tunes, his scores are straight-forward, with just enough by surprises to complement Gilbert's witty lyrics. In Cur Tucker Patience we can also see the influence of Johann Strauss ("So Go To Him And Say To Him") and Gaetano Donizetti (compare the Although the music of Patience is not as familiar to melodic line of "It's Clear That most of us as the well-known melodies of HMS Medieval Art" with Belcore's Pinafore, The Pirates of Penzance, or whichever opera entrance in Donizetti's "L'Elisir is your favorite, Patience does contain many d'Amore"), as well as the strucdelightful tunes which will likely have ture recitatives of accompanied you humming and whistling all the way ("Am followed I Alone by arias home. Patience premiered in 1881 (It was "Sad is And Unobserved?" and the first of the Savoy operas actually That Woman's Lot") which come performed in the Savoy theater. straight from the Grand Opera of the lolanthe was the first to open in the 19th century. Savoy.) immediately after The Pirates of Penzance and before lolanthe in the Patiefice opens with an overture more tightly G&S chronology, and thus contains the organized than many others. While the opening same Sullivan charm found in its neighbors. bars contain mnsic never again heard in the coruse Influenced by such composers as Felix of the opera, the remainder of the overture uses Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Fr anz Schubert, Charles music from only three of the other twenty-plus



tis



themes. The first of the three is



sung by the village maidens as



that various characters, a stylized and they deliberate trio for the male com-



rapturously follow their hearts (bY following Bunthorne). The other two themes are much more restlessly energetic and are sure to bring smiles to all. We should be glad that Sullivan chose to use these two themes in the overture, for although they appear later inthe opera, one heiring is not nearly



primarios, a marvelous quintet, an a capella sextet, many solos, and of course, glorious finales which feature the entire ensemble and orchestra.



of Gilbert's finest wit and some of Sullivan's most enioyable music' With a very talented cast, from principal roles enough for this loyous music. through the smaller than normal The remaining twenty five musical chorus, our 1992 production will numbers contain a wide variety of undoubtedly be great fun to both classic Sullivan melodies support- see and hear...And, if you pay ed by the orchestra: brooding senti- close attention, and listen verlr ments by the women's chorus, mili- closely, you just may hear another tary songs by the Colonel and tune - this one straight from the men's chorus, patter from the sixties! See if you can pick it out. Colonel and Bunthorne, duets by Patience contains some



The Theater Crunch As you may have noticed, we are having a problem finding a permanent home. This problem



will be more fully discussed in the next newsletter, but for now, here is a summary of the situation:



The Montgomery theater is being extensively used by SJ Rep and SJ Opera, and is less available to community groups. The L. B. Mayer theater is infrequently available. The Saratoga Civic is small and the Mt. View CPA is the last real possibility for long term use. More information later.



{he $t[Ierc E 1u[t{,Jan Societq of 1an ,fose



?*c5f'N{5



iluililigoru or "The Witch's Curse" June 19, 20, 21, 26, 27, 28 at The Montgomery Theater in San Jose



lfichct @r0crs (+OS, 7r5-7r92 Tickets may be ordered for either single performances or for the season. Season orders are for performances on the same day, relative to the run of the show (for example - first Friday, second Sunday, etc.). For the 1992 season (Patience and Ruddigore) Season prices are $18 for Friday and Saturday tickets, and $16 for Sunday tickets. Individual shows cost $14 for Friday and Saturday tickets, and $13 for Sunday tickets. Name
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example, the set designer must be



intimately familiar with the space he has available to work with in the theater. The Saratoga theater's



low ceiling and limited



storage



space require an entirely different



approach to set design than the more spacious L. B. Mayer Theater



(on the campus of The University of Santa Clara). And, the Saratoga theater's requirement that the



stage be cleared after every



Sunday performance (so the City Council can meet on Wednesday) makes it necessary to have sets that can be easily moved and



stored, so there will be fewer heavy, bulky set pieces used than normal.



The costume designer is no less plagued by practical matters. Costumes must, in addition to looking good, be capable of allowing the actors wearing them to move as the director wishes. If they need to carry props in their costumes, pockets are required. And since the designer must work within a budget, costumes are made to be reused as much as possible. This can be a problem when an actor is not normal sized and requires custom-made costumes rather than altered, re-used ones. In addition, trying to main-



so



tumes cannot clash. For example - the actors. the makeup designer lighting that enhances reds and is choosing makeup patterns blues tends to make yellows look and colors to match the lightterrible (and vice versa), so these ing, and the hair designer is colors must not be on stage at the poring over books to determine same time. the look of period hair styles. In addition to the design process,



the implementation process is equally important, and typically takes much longer to do. It takes roughly two hours of preparation time to put one actor on stage for one minute. So, a two-hour show tain an inventory of costumes with a cast of 35 (typical for us) from radically different periods is requires about 8500 person-hours



Gilbert & Sullivan Society o{ San Jose P.O.



Box



5741



San Joee, CA 95150



ADDRESS CORREC TION REQUESTED



of



rehearsal (both cast and the repertoire of shows that can be orchestra), set and costume performed is limited. construction, painting, lighting preparation, and the hundreds Meanwhile, the lighting designer of of other little iobs that grow has early on reached an agreement like mushrooms. A large show. with the scene painter on the "key" can easily pass the 10,000 perdirection. This is simply the direc- son-hour mark. tion from which the main light (ie .,the Sun, or other major "motiva- What often comes as a surprise ting light") is coming. This is to many people is that technical important to know, since the issues are responsible for nearly painter may need to paint 65% of the time required to shadows on the set and they better create the show. This means match the real ones. The entire that Patience will require staff also has to agree on a color approximately 3000 rehearsal scheme for the show. This is not hours, but at least 5500 hours of trivial. Greens tend to look gray sewing, painting,, etc.. And under theatrical lights. Actors there's more. While the conmust be costumed in colors which struction is going oft, the do not blend into the background Property designer is collecting (so as not to get lost on stage) and and/or building items which the major colors used in their cos- are going to be used on stage by



very difficult, and expensive,



So, the next time you see Andy Hardy suggest a show, think of



all those tired kids backstage who worked so hard to make him and Judy look good.
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Page 1 of 2. WEEK B-L5. JOHN 12:20-33. Some Greeks who had come to worship at the. Passover Feast came to Philip, who was from. Bethsaida in Galilee, and asked him, â€œSir, we would. like to see Jesus.â€� Philip went and told Andrew;. then Andrew and
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